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. INTRODUCTION 
. : 

" 

It would be pleasing to report in this 6th year of Qur existence 
that Just Peace had achieved i ts humble objectives, and that 
there is no longer a need for organisations such as ours. 

Unfortunately the reality is that the level and intensity of 
arme d conflict, inhumanity, injustice, discrimination, and all 
other evils and ills that such un-acceptable circumstances 
fom e nt, have not diminished to any discernible degree in the 
past year. 

Notwithstanding the magnitude of the task, the organisational 
difficulties, and the personal demands, encountered by honorary 
office bearers. Your Management Committee has worked hard to 
ensure that Just Peace maintains an active, constructive, and 
credible role, in the overall antiwar/peace, and social justice 
movement. 

ORGANISATIONAL ISSUES 

Membership 

Whilst membership numbers shown on the records equate to those 
in past years, and the number of people placing their names on 
contact lists continue to grow, this is not translating into 
increased memberships, increased revenue, or participation 
by a greater number of members in the overall running of Just 
Peace. 

This aspect is raised each year, and it is a challenge for all 
organisations such as ours, and we must continue to explore 
effective ways of improving this situation, otherwise Just 
Peace will wither on the vine. 

Finances 

The current financial position is reasonably sound. A major 
factor in maintaining our finances ata level which enables 
Just Peace to operate efficiently has been the very generous 
donation/s made by individual members, and those made by 
the Union of Australian Women, that support is greatly valued. 

Sub-Committees/Groups 

This is an area that continues to challenge the organisation, 
and the level of activity in this area has not been maintained 
at previous levels . 

The activities of the Sunshine Coast sub-committee has been 
limited by the chang ~s in personnel. 

, . . 
The publications group has been active during the year, and 
has produced materials of a high standard. 

The Education ~ub-group has not been involved on any specific 
projects this year. 

We acknowledge and commend all members and supporters who have 
assisted with information stalls, compiled and circulated 
~tg~. of contacts, and those who helped to organise and conduct 
Public Forums/Meetings, and who assisted in any other way during 
the ·year. 
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AFFILIATIONS-NETWORKS 

One of Just Peace's strengths has been it's ability to play 
a positive and constructive role in forming and maintaining 
effective and active networking structures. 

Whilst the Queensland Peace Network is not operating in it's 
intended form, it has provided active participants in some 
of the more recent networks that have been formed. 

Just Peace personnel have been major players in the formation 
and activities of the Queensland Nuclear Free Alliance, 
The International Day of Peace Alliance, and Australia at 
the Crossroads-A New Direction. In depth reports have been 
printed in the Peace Issue since the last AGM on the activities 
of those organisations. 

During the year we have worked closely with other kindred 
organisations/groups by co-sponsoring/supporting a wide range 
of events and activities. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Editor Adrian Pollock continues to produce the Peace Issue, 
he has maintained the high standards he has established in 
previous years. Feedback suggests that Members believe that 
they are relevant, interesting, and informative. Our thanks 
and encouragement is extended to those members who contribute 
articles to the Peace Issue. 

The production, content, and frequency, of the Peace Issue, 
would not be possible without the unconditional support, and 
assistance of Senator Claire Moore, and her dedicated staff. 
Our sincere thanks is extended to all concerned for that 
and for all of the other tasks performed for Just Peace. 

Members Stephanie and Alastair Campion continue to distribute 
an excellent E-Bulletin on a /<t'tOi'ithl.!r basis. It keeps members 
who are able to receive it up to date on current issues. 

Despite much effort, and ongoing difficulties, the Website 
is not operating at a consistent or effective standard, which 
will attract members/potential members to access it regularly. 
This is not intended to be a criticism of those members who 
have expended much effort in trying to make it work efficiently. 

As Co-Convenor/Spokesperson, Annette has continued to issue 
appropriate media releases, she maintains a regular spot oD 
Planet Radio, she has also been involved in many interviews 
on radio, and with print media journalists. 

EVENTS/ACTIVITIES 

The Management Committee has organised, participated in, or 
supported a wide range of events and activities during the year, 
some were; 

Public Forum - Australian/American Alliance -Asset or 
Liability - Professor Kevin Clements-Senator Claire Moore-
Dr Winifred LQui_~: . 

Walk Against Warming 
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EVENTS/ACTIVITIES CONT'D 

QNFA Information and Strategy Planning Weekend 
Submission To Public Environment Report 
Premiere Of "Rampage The Movie" 
Brisbane Folk Festival 
Woodford Festival - International Day of Peace Session
Talisman Sabre 2007 War Games 
Welcome 2007 Party - With Friends of the ABC 
Initiating Australia at the Crossroads-A New Direction 
Screening Blowin in the Wind - Documentary - D Bradbury 
Planning Meeting - Brisbane Writers Festiva l 
Picket Supporting Non Nuclear Energy Alternatives at 
Debate Between Don Henry and Ziggy Switskowski 
Picket Demanding David Hicks Be Returned to Australia 
Forum Peace Acting Locally - Kathy Galloway and Dr Winnifred 
Louis 
Screening of " A Hard Rain" with film maker David Bradbury 
Peace Fair - Stones Corner Library - Music Robbie Dunn, 
performance "The Three Yorkshire Men" by Mt Cotton Drama Group 
The Road to Peace and Justice in Venezuala Slides Night 
Just Peace Gig, Music, Poetry, and Discussion 
Peace Convergence 2007 Yeppoon 

The Events/Activities outlined are but a brief overview of 
issues dealt with by the Management Committee or representatives 
of the Committee, there were many meeting attendances, and other 
activities not listed. 

Major events that have occurred after the 30th June, are 
Australia at the Crossroads Forum, and International Day of 
Peace Festival, in August and September. 

ALTERATION TO EXISTING RULES OF THE ASSOCIATION (JUST PEACE) 

As previously advised approval will be sought at the Annual 
General Meeting to alter the existing rules. 

The primary reason which has necessitated a review of, and 
proposed changes to the rules, are the recent amendments to the 
Associations Incorporation Act 1981, which came into force on 
the 15th June 2007. 

The proposed changes have been framed with the objective of; 

• satisfying the current requirements of the Act 
· removing now redundant transitional rules which were required 

when we were originally incorporated 
• reworking and consolidating the rules under more specific 

headings, to clarify and simplify their content 

This matter will be the subject of a separate report to Members, 
at the AGM. 

PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE 

Section 70 of the Associations Incorporation Act 1981, requires 
the Management Committee to consider at least anually whether 
there is a need to take out Public Liability Insurance. 

The Act also requires the Management Committee to report to 
Members at the Annual General Meeting, the reasons for it's 
decision. 

This matter will be the subject of a separate report . 
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The Management Committee would not have been able to operate 
as effectively without the continued encouragement, support, and 
assistance, of a number of people, or organisations. It wishes 
to give public recognition to the following; 
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Senator Andrew Bartlett and Staff 
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THE YEAR AHEAD 

The incoming Management Committee, and the membership as a whole 
will be confronted with major and complex challenges in the 
year/s ahead. When identifying priorities for action in the 
coming year, the following issues will be some that will receive 
attention. 

Operations 

· Membership recruitment, renewals, records 
· Re Focus on the establishment of sub-committees/sub groups 
• Identify opportunities to promote Just Peace in the community 
· Explore avenues for increasing revenue 
• Explore ways to encourage and improve the current level of 

membership participation in all aspects of Just Peace 
activities 

• Review Just Peace policies and procedures and make 
improvements where necessary/possible 

Areas of Conflict 

Iran 
Pakistan 
Iraq/Afghanistan 
Middle East 
West Papua-Asia Pacific 

Government Policies 

Militarization-Massive Expenditures Military Hardware 
Joint Australian/US Military Bases on Australian Soil 
Escalation of Training of Foreign Forces in Australia 
Basis for Australian/American Alliance 
Anti Human Rights/Social Justice Legislation 
Australian/Queensland Bill of Rights 

A General Meeting will be called early in 2008, to discuss and 
determine, the key issues to be pursued for the remainder of 
the 2007-08 year. 

CONCLUSION 

Our thanks go to Management Committee Members. Beth Gordon. 
Frank Bruinstroop, Michael Henry, Vick~ Henry, and Margaret 
Francis-Cairns, for their hard work on behalf of Members, and 
their encouragement and assistance during the year. 
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CONCLUSION CONT'D 

The effectiveness of any organisation is measured by the 
level of commitment, and participation, of it's members, 
and these have been the corner stones on which Just Peace 
has built it's reputation and credibility over the last 
six years. 

As indicated in the last Annual Report, the magnitude and 
complexity, of issues we confront will continue to intensify 
in the year/s ahead. If we are to meet those challenges we 
must find ways to recruit and retain new members who are 
enthusiastic, active, and dedicated to the Just Peace cause. 

We are optomistic that the spirit, and capacity of members 
is such, that Just Peace will continue to playa meaning f ul 
role as an anti-war, peace and social justice organisation. 

Yours in Friendship and In Peace 

Annette Brownlie and Norm Bullen 
Co-Convenors of Just Peace 

18TH NOVEMBER 2007 
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